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USC’s Christian Walker scores on a one RBI double by Jackie Bradley Jr. in the first inning of an NCAA College World Series baseball game in Omaha, Neb., Tuesday, June 21, 2011.

Another ‘1’ bites the dust
Gamecocks steamroll
Virginia 7-1, advance to
national semifinals
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

There had been one consistent underlying
theme to South Carolina’s last 77 games,
stretching from the beginning of last year’s
postseason run to a national championship
to the Gamecocks’ meeting with top-ranked
Virginia on in the winners’ bracket of the
College World Series: the intuition of Ray
Tanner.
You see, USC’s coach has yet to play a

hunch unsuccessfully. For going on a year,
he has juggled his lineup at every turn,
seeing every gut instinct turn into on-field
success.
Odds would suggest Tanner’s hot hand
would have to cool at some point. Maybe it
will someday. But it didn’t Tuesday night.
And because of that fact, and USC’s 7-1
win over the Cavaliers, the Gamecocks
are headed back to the national semifinals
and stand as few as three wins away from
another title.
This time, Tanner’s hunches came in
the form of Jackie Bradley Jr. and Brady
Thomas, two heroes of 2010’s Omaha
experience. Both had strikes against them —

Bradley in only his second game back from a
wrist injury that was believed to be a seasonending one, and Thomas with a horrid 0-4
day at the plate the game prior along with a
nagging left ankle — but Tanner stuck with
them, penciling Bradley into the cleanup
spot and Thomas into the six-hole.
Both rewarded Tanner’s faith, and did so
immediately.
After committing a fielding error on
Sunday night that led to four enemy runs
being score in the top of the first, USC third
baseman Christian Walker hit a chopper in
the opening moments of Tuesday’s affair
that led to a Virginia error. Three runs in
the Gamecocks’ favor followed.

After the two-out error, Bradley singled,
allowing Walker to score from first as the
ball was slowed on the wet TD Ameritrade
Park t urf. A n Adrian Morales single
followed, bringing Bradley home. A second
UVA error, this one of the throwing variety,
left the field of play, allowing Morales to
move to third, where he was able to walk
home soon after when Thomas doubled to
center for USC’s third straight hit, making
it 3-0 before Peter Mooney struck out to end
the inning.
The Gamecocks (52-14) would add
another run in the third, again due to
BASEBALL ● 11

USC announces three new deans
Leadership
changes made at
university colleges
Samantha Edwards

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

L e m u e l W. Wat s o n ,
Anna Scheyett and Steven
Lynn are three new deans
appointed
b y
t h e
Un i v e r s it y
of South
Carolina
to lead t he
col lege s of
E duc at ion ,
WATSON Social Work
and the
Sout h Carolina Honors
College, respectively.
“We are fortunate that
we were able to recruit an

outstanding group of leaders
for all three colleges,” said
Michael Amiridis, USC’s
provost and vice president
for academ ic af fairs, in
a press release. Lynn, the
senior associate dean of
USC’s College of Arts and
Sciences, has been a member
of USC’s faculty since 1982.
He described
a few of
the ways
USC sets
it self apa r t
f rom ot her
universities.
“M a ny
t h i n g s
SCHEYETT
dist ing u ish
USC: the
qualit y of its facult y, as
we’ve recruited superbly
in many fields; the vision

of it s leadersh ip, as we
have aggressively pursued
excellence; the passion and
generosity of its supporters,
whet her you’re t a l k i ng
baseba l l or schola rsh ip
d o n o r s ; t he b e au t y o f
it s h istor ic ca mpus; it s
importance to the economic,
cultural and academic wellbeing and
her it age of
the state and
the region,”
Lynn said.
Lynn was
a st udent
i n US C ’s
h o n o r s
LYNN
program
i n
t h e
1970s, where he earned his
bachelor’s degree in English
DEANS ● 4

Board recommends tuition hike
Officials approved $1.2 billion
operating budget last Friday
Mikelle Street

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

University of South Carolina Board of
Trustee members approved a $1.2 billion
operating budget last Friday. The budget
will go before the full board June 30.
The Board of Trustees unanimously

Wednesday
99°

73°

Thursday
94°

70°

recommended a 3.9 percent hike in tuition
for undergraduate students. A 3.9 percent
increase raises tuition $191 for in-state
students to $5,084 per semester and $495 for
out-of-state students to $13,176 per semester.
The tuition for the School of Medicine will
increase by 6.25 percent, and the College of
Pharmacy tuition will go up by 5 percent.
This hike is expected to add $9.75 million
to the budget, and expected enrollment

USC student saves drowning child
Second-year English student Brogan
Goodrich rescued a 6-year-old boy
Saturday at the Bridges of Summerville
community pool.
Goodrich said she was exiting the
pool when she heard screams from the
opposite side. She turned around and
saw a boy floating face down in the pool.
During the time it took Goodrich
to make her way to the other side of
the pool, the child had been helped
out of t he water. Goodrich, who
currently works at Whirlin’ Waters
Adventure Park within Wannamaker
County Park and has to watch over
t he safet y of children frequently,
immediately began to put her four years
of lifeguard experience into action.
She moved everyone away from the
area and checked for a pulse as well as
breathing, but since neither was present
she proceeded to conduct CPR. After 30

chest compressions, the child threw up
water and began to breathe.
Though the boy’s mother could not
speak English, but Goodrich was able
to speak with her through the help of
a bystander who translated. Since the
child could speak English, Goodrich
spoke with him to ensure that he was
alright and stayed with him until the
paramedics arrived.
“At one point, even though there was
a language barrier, his mom reached
over and grabbed my leg and managed
to say thank you,” Goodrich said.
Goodrich went on to explain that she
rescues people daily but this was her
first time putting her CPR training to
work.
“I’ve been swimming my entire life
and being a life guard is just a natural
thing,” she said.
— Compiled by Mikelle Street
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Washed Out

Women’s Soccer

Duke Nukem Forever

The Mix caught up
with Ernest Greene
of Washed Out to
talk about his upcoming album and
July 1 show at NBT.

The Gamecocks
announced the
schedule for their
20-game season last
Saturday.

Aaron Jenkins reviews
the long-awaited sequel
to video game “Duke
Nukem 3D.”

See page 7

See page 12
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Mexico catches leader of La Familia cartel

Senate sustains Haley’s Veto Abortion laws
speedily drafted
COLUMBIA, S.C. — South Carolina senators
on Tuesday killed a bailout plan for a cash-strapped
Florence school district by letting Gov. Nikki Haley’s
veto stand.
The Senate voted 18-17 to sustain the Republican
governor’s veto of a bill that would have let Florence
District 4 issue bonds to meet its operation expenses.
The tiny district has less than 800 students in three
schools. It already has cut a quarter of its staff during
the past three years and recently voted to raise taxes.
The district needs $800,000 to pay bills to the
state and federal government. It planned to pay the
borrowing back over eight years. Florence 4 is not
alone. Colleton County and Hampton District 2 also
say they need to borrow after years of budget cuts.
Sen. John Land said Florence District 4 owes for
health insurance premiums and payroll taxes and its
superintendent is retiring.
“For whatever reason and I’d have to say it was bad
fi nancial management Çö they’re about $800,000 in
debt,” said Land, D-Manning. “Yes, they were wrong.
Yes, they should never have gotten into this fi nancial
problem and the blame rests with them but the solution
rests with us.”
Haley and her Senate supporters, including Sen.
Shane Martin, argued the borrowing to meet operating
expenses made no sense.
“It’s almost like putting your light bill on your credit
card. It’s unsustainable,” said Martin, R-Spartanburg.
Sen. Kevin Bryant said an override would send
the wrong message. “I believe what we’re doing here
is encouraging irresponsible behavior,” said Bryant,
R-Anderson.

BUDGET ● Continued from 1
increases are expected to add another $8
million.
Funds garnered from tuition and fees
make up 44.1 percent of the annual budget
while state appropriations for FY 2011-12
make up 9.7 percent. This year the state
budget cut funding by 6 percent . State
funding has dropped by 50 percent in the
last three years. In addition to the budget
cut, the school will lose $32 million in
stimulus money that it had been receiving.
The General Assembly has allocated $11
million to pay for some of USC’s deferred
maintenance needs across the system of
USC campuses.
A considerable amount of time was
spent in the Intercollegiate Athletics
Committee meeting during the morning.

TOPEK A , K a n. — Newly
released documents show Kansas
of f icials have taken only a few
weeks to draft new abortion clinic
regulations and plan to decide by
July whether to give the state’s three
existing clinics licenses to continue
operating.
The Kansas Department of Health
and Environment is imposing new
rules under a law enacted this year
by the GOP-dominated Legislature
and signed last month by Gov. Sam
Brownback.
Peter Brownlie heads Planned
Parent hood of K ansas and M id
Missouri. He says he’s concerned
imposing the new regulations so
quickly will force all three clinics
to shut down. Planned Parenthood
operates one of them.
Brow n l ie say s t he chapter is
consult ing at torneys about t he
regulations and the process used to
impose them.
Depa r t ment spokes woma n
Miranda Myrick say the process
imposing the new regulations has
been “appropriate.”

Kevin O’Connell, the executive associate
athletics director, explained the plans and
projects for the upcoming years including
a new tennis complex, renovations to
be completed on the softball fields and
the status of the football practice fields.
Officials voted unanimously to approve a
$6.5 million video board, and a proposal
for an indoor practice field with weight,
equipment and training rooms, which
wou ld cost about $21 m i l l ion, was
introduced. The video board goes to the
Buildings and Ground Committee for
approval on June 30.
O’Connell will phase one of the indoor
practice facility for approval in September.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

MEXICO CITY — Mexican federal police caught one of Mexico’s mostwanted drug lords, the alleged leader of the La Familia cartel, authorities said
Tuesday.
Federal security spokesman Alejandro Poire said police arrested Jose de
Jesus Mendez Vargas, alias El Chango, or “The Monkey,” in the central state
of Aguascalientes without firing a shot.
The government has offered a $2.5 million reward for his capture.
“With this arrest, what remained of the structure of this criminal
organization has been destroyed,” Poire told a news conference.
With La Familia’s top leader killed in a shootout in December, Poire said
Mendez was “the last remaining head of a criminal group responsible for
homicides, kidnappings, extortion, corruption and even cowardly attacks on
the authorities and the civilian population.”
According to the reward statement issued by the Attorney General’s Office,
Mendez was “responsible for the transfer and sale of cocaine, marijuana,
crystal methamphetamine in various states of Mexico and the United States of
America. He is the alleged mastermind of kidnappings and killings, mainly of
members of other criminal organizations.”
Leader and founder Nazario Moreno Gonzalez was killed in December
during two days of shootouts between his gang and federal police.
Mendez was believed to have remained the leader of the La Familia faction,
according to federal police, while messages appeared in March from a split-off
group calling itself the Knights Templar, saying it would replace La Familia.
La Familia first appeared four years when it rolled five severed heads into a
Michoacan nightclub, vowing to protect Michoacan from rival cartels.
Calderon responded by deploying thousands of federal police in the state,
warning that La Familia was corrupting local officials, extorting businesses
and terrorizing the population.
More than 35,000 people have died in drug violence since, according to
government figures. Local media say the number is closer to 40,000.
Poire said that 21 of the country’s 37 top drug traffickers have been arrested
or killed since 2009.

Young Pianists gather, compete
8th annual Southeastern Piano
Festival held at School of Music
Mikelle Street

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

USC’s School of Music hosted t he
Southeastern Piano Festival, from June 12
to 18, which showcased the talents of select
young students and highly distinguished
artists, and honored a South Carolina
teenager as the first-place winner of its
international competition.
The week-long event began in 2003 as a
summer camp for students in grades eight
through 12. Eight years later, the festival
has become an internationally renowned
event bringing in guest artists and highly
renowned instructors from all over. The
focus has remained on educating and
exhibiting young talent with daily lessons
given by USC and guest piano faculty. The
day ends with a performance by one of the
students, a faculty member or a guest artist.
An international piano competition was held
at the end of the festival.
Zachary Hughes, of Traveler’s Rest, S.C.,
was the first-place winner of the Arthur
Fraser International Concerto Competition
held Saturday. He was awarded a prize of
$3,000 and the opportunity to perform with
the South Carolina Philharmonic. Hughes is
a home-schooled high school senior who has
studied piano for nine years. Second- and
third-place awards were attained by Vanessa
Meiling Haynes, an eighth grader from
Ohio, and Bolton Ellenberg, a senior from
Florida. They will also have the opportunity
to perform with the Philharmonic and the
South Carolina Youth Orchestra.
Some distinguished guests at this year’s
event included Dmitri Levkovich, first-place
winner of the Hilton Head International
Piano Competition, and Nelita True,
professor of piano at Eastman School of
Music. True was a guest lecturer for the
Marian Stanley Tucker Lecture Series,
which ser ves as an outreach program
for professiona l pia no teachers a nd
connoisseurs. Tucker has taught piano for

57 years and contributed greatly to the life
of music in Columbia. The Marian Stanley
Tucker Fund was created in her honor in
2004, and it has given the festival the ability
to provide free educational workshops with
the elite of pianists.
“Each year I try to highlight a different
aspect of piano or piano history,” said
Marina Lomazov, founder and artistic
director of the festival. “One year in 2005,
we dedicated to Vladimir Horowitz and
actually had his piano flown in from New
York for participants to play on.”
The highlights of this year’s festival
were the piano duos featuring Anderson/
Roe Piano Duo of the Julliard School and
Angela Cheng and Alvin Chow Piano Duo
of Oberlin College Conservatory of Music.
Lomazov, along with her husband, makes
up the Lomazov/Rackers duo who, in 2005,
won second prize in the Sixth Biennial Ellis
Competition.
“W hile a piano duo is hardly a new
concept, piano duo teams have blossomed
over the last decade,” Lomazov said.
Lomazov was appointed the assistant
piano professor at the School of Music in
2003 and has brought a strong history in
piano. Ukrainian-American, she studied
at the Kiev Conservatory and became the
first-prize winner of the all-Kiev Piano
Competition. She holds degrees from the
Julliard School and Eastman School of
Music, where she was awarded the Artist’s
Certificate, an award that had not been
bestowed upon anyone for nearly 20 years.
Lomazov has performed in many places in
the United States, South America, England,
France and Germany, just to name a few.
“The Southeastern Piano Festival has
traditionally fostered new and unusual
programming alongside the traditional
core of t he piano repertoire and has
encouraged the same adventurous spirit in
its participants,” said Lomazov.
The event is held every year in the month
of June.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

DEANS ● Continued from 1
with a biology cognate.
“I had amazing professors,” Lynn said.
“My classmates were bright, sometimes
brilliant. I was in a bluegrass band, and
I worked at the Statehouse as a page.
What could be better? It was a wonderful
experience.”
Lynn, 59, earned his master’s in English
from USC, and he holds a doctorate in
English from the University of Texas.
Lynn not only recognizes the importance
of the South Carolina Honors College in his
own life but also to the community.
“The Honors College has a significant
role to play in the Universit y, in our
region and beyond,” he said. “Its alumni
have become leaders in business, medicine,
government, the military, engineering,
architecture, academics and other fields. So
becoming the new dean is pretty exciting.”
Lynn said the Honors College is already
in great shape, and his goal is to maintain
the quality of the college.
“My first job is to maintain the small
classes, rich curriculum and excellent
teaching that characterize the college,” he
said. “I hope to increase our scholarship
funding, which will help us continue to
draw the most accomplished students and
expand our diversity.”
“I’m especially look ing for ward to
working with our students. They bring
energy and creativity to USC,” Lynn said.
Lynn will replace interim dean Tayloe
Harding, dean of the School of Music,
beginning July 1.
Watson, a South Carolina native, has
been selected to lead USC’s College of
Education. Watson, executive director
of the Center for P-20 Engagement and
former dean of the College of Education at
Northern Illinois University in DeKalb, Ill.,
earned his undergraduate degree from the
Darla Moore School of Business at USC.
“My t ime as a st udent at USC was
totally awesome. I had wonderful faculty
and professionals who readily shared
their experiences with students. My inclass experiences challenged me to be the
best academically that I could be, and my
out-of-class experiences helped shape my
professional and life skills set,” Watson said.
“USC helped me to dream a little bigger
and to push myself a little harder in order to
accomplish the unbelievable.”
Watson said the deanship at USC offered
several opportunities and challenges that
encouraged him to leave NIU and take the
position.
“The deanship at USC is unique in that
the dean has the opportunity to partner
and collaborate with a wide variety of

constituents in order to have a positive
impact on the community,” he said. “The
opportunity to participate and engage in
interdisciplinary work to improve P-20
systemic educational challenges is also
attractive to me.”
Watson also said that the challenge
of making the College of Education an
educational leader in the region, nation and
world appealed to him.
“USC has outstanding faculty in the
College of Education and a great reputation
in teaching, scholarship and partnership.
Dr. (Les) Sternberg has been a great dean
and leaves a very strong foundation for
which to build upon,” he said. “Finally,
the interaction with the provost, president
and leadership team convinced me that the
University is strategically prepared to do
great things.”
Watson, 47, earned his master’s degree
from Ball State University and his doctorate
from Indiana University.
“My passion has always been to leave my
space, community and world better than
when I found it,” he said. “Working with my
fellow Carolinians to improve our state is a
dream come true.”
Watson will replace Les Sternberg,
who has served as dean of the College of
Education since August 2000, beginning
Aug. 1.
Scheyett, associate dean for academic
affairs in the College of Social Work at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, will take charge of the USC College of
Social Work.
“In a good society there are some implicit
promises we make to our citizens. You’ll
be safe; somebody will help you if you get
sick; if you are a child you won’t be hurt;
if you are an older adult, we will help you
live in your home; if you are in the military,
we’ll honor your work,” Scheyett said in a
university press release. “These are things
a decent society promises its citizens. Social
work is the profession that helps a society
keep its promises.”
Scheyett, 52, earned her bachelor’s degree
in biology and English from Dickinson
College in Carlisle, Pa. She holds a doctorate
in social work from Memorial University of
Newfoundland, a master’s of social work,
from the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and a master’s of science and
philosophy from Yale University.
Scheyett will replace Dennis Poole, who
has served as dean of the College of Social
Work since August 2005, beginning Aug. 1.

Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news

Drip opens doors in 5 Points
Quaint, locally-owned coffee shop
offers unique, affordable options
Robin Washington

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Drip, a new local coffee shop, opened
la st week at t hei r Sa luda Avenue
location in Five Points . Racking up
points for locality, uniqueness and a
distinct atmosphere, Drip passed with
flying colors.
With a well-thought-out name, a
convenient location and a trendy, yet
friendly atmosphere, there were very
few disappointments in the laid-back
coffee stop.
Clearly, the crowd thought the same;
t hough t hey just opened, t he shop
drew much attention, and there was
hardly an empty seat.
T he qua i nt cof fee shop packed
a lot of personalit y. From the oldfashioned style ice cream parlor to the
handwritten menu, Drip offers what
many other shops do not — a personal
touch.
Drip wastes no time setting itself
apart. You k now you’re somewhere
special f rom t he f irst sip of t heir
reg ular house cof fee, which has a
unique, delightf ul taste. A nd wit h
coffees starting at $1.50, even college
students can fit it into their budgets.
The menu of fers ever y t hing f rom
reg ular coffees to lattes and ot her
options. The coffee house also has a

small lunch menu. Unique wraps and
sandwiches are offered daily — the full
menu is still to come.
Every cup of coffee is hand-brewed
upon order, which turned out to be
both the shop’s strength and weakness.
While the three employees behind the
counter were friendly and helpful, the
shop was more packed than it seemed
they were prepared for. The downfall
of individualizing every cup of coffee
is the time it takes to prepare them. If
you’re in a hurry, Drip may not be the
best place to go.
A handwritten chalk menu outside
the shop, which often features trivia or
specials, entices passersby.
Many coffee-goers brought their
laptops and lined the walls of the tiny
shop. Ot hers were sitt ing down at
t he barstools chatt ing, seeming to
enjoy the slow-paced atmosphere. The
barista area takes up half of the shop,
and the other half is devoted to seating.
Though Drip does not of fer t he
speed or superfluous flavor options of
its neighbor Starbucks, it does offer
personality. Drip has opened up the
coffee compet it ion in Five Points,
showing it has plenty of spunk. For
what it lacks in size, speed and flavors,
it most cer t ai n ly makes up for i n
personality, individuality and location.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Robin Washington / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Drip, a new locally-owned coffee shop, opened it’s doors last week at their Saluda
Avenue location in Five Points.

Courtesy of Trustus Theatre

The Women of”Smokey Joe’s Cafe” stun vocally. The production runs through June 25.

Trustus presents ‘Smokey Joe’s Cafe’
Talented vocalists
give strong,
memorable show
Mikelle Street

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

L a s t Fr id ay, Tr u s t u s
Theat re put on its f irst
performance of “Smokey
Joe’s Cafe.” Directed and
choreographed by Terrance
Henderson, the plot revolves
around a group of friends
reminiscing on their time
in t he neighborhood,
conveniently brought to
light in the opening song,
“Neighborhood.”
A f ter beg i n n i ng w it h
a song by the full cast, the
production launches into
number after number having
to do with love, whether
com ica l, i m mat u re or
substantial.
Pieces like “Poison Ivy”
and “Don Juan” provided
more than a bit of comic
r e l i e f . “ D o n J u a n” i n
and of itself laid bare one
primary strength of the cast:
interaction. A solo number
for Jocelyn Brannon , the
song itself speaks about a
past lover named Don Juan.
During the number, as she
goes to stand on a chair in
her short red dress, she turns
around and calls out to an

audience member, “You were
going to let me do that?”
The movement would have
caused Brannon’s skirt to rise
exposing her nether regions.
Brannon certainly was
not the only talented actress,
as made evident in “I’m a
Woman” performed by all
of the female singers in the
cast. A feisty number with a
thread of the same sentiment
as Beyonce’s “Run the World
(Girls),” the lyrics lay plain
not only the struggles of a
woman but the raw talent
in the females of the cast. A
response to the men’s “Little
Egypt” during a small tetea-tete, it is arguably one of
the strongest songs of the
entire performance.
It was Katrina Garvin’s
voice that stood out from
t he pack t hough. On
f u l l d isplay i n her solo
performance of “Fools Fall
in Love,” Gar vin’s voice
held a strength and a polish
that didn’t seem to be quite
matched by any one other
v o ic e o n s t a g e . W h i le
unnamed, like the rest of
the characters, her character
was sure to resonate in the
memory of viewers.
Before the intermission,
t he choreog raphy was
brought to the forefront
a s d i r e c t o r Te r r a n c e

Henderson as well as the
two dancers for the night,
Malcolm Rembert and Ariel
Asouzu performed to the
high energy and fast pace of
“Saved.” Posed like a song
straight out of a Baptist
service, the clapping and
jangling of the tambourine
turns quickly to high kicks
and turns executed with
st unning precision on a
crowded stage in f loorlength choir robes.
The choreography wasn’t
all high energ y, though,
as Asouzu and Henderson
returned for a softer more
contemporary number in
“Spanish Harlem,” also sung
by Henderson.
I n a dd it io n t o t he s e
numbers, the performance
was also filled with some
songs that were familiar
to the audience like “On
Broadway,” “Baby, That’s
Rock and Roll,” “Yaket y
Yak,” “Jailhouse Rock” and
“Stand By Me.”
Overall the performance
and production of “Smokey
Joe’s Cafe” was strong with
a few standouts that amply
m ade up for t he sl ight
lighting problems.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
mix

Now Offering $5,000 in Closing Costs!

Totally in reach
823 Gervais

Minutes from Campus in The Vista

803-540-1973
jasonsdeli.com

ADESSO
Condominium Homes
from $175,000
Limited Homes Remain!
Located at the corner of Main & Blossom Streets

803.748.7447
www.adesso-columbia.com
A Holder Properties development in partnership with the USC Development Foundation.
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New video screen
will enhance game
After plenty of groaning and complaining from
Gamecock fans, t he Intercollegiate At hlet ics
Committee has finally approved the construction
of a brand new video screen for Williams-Brice
Stadium. With the current board clocking in at 20
feet high by 29 feet long, the upgrade to 36 feet high
by 124 feet long would move USC from 10th in the
SEC (out of 12 schools) to third.
The new video board will cost the University $6.5
million, a hefty price by anyone’s standards. But the
addition of 3,884 square feet to the current, mediocre
screen will undoubtably lead to higher ticket sales and
happier (read: returning) patrons. Not to mention
the current screen was such a problem for fans that
$5.2 million has already
“ it’s nice to see the been donated to improve
university finally the system.
addressing problems An extra $2 million will
also go toward updating
people actually the video control room,
want fixed.” w h i c h h a s n ’ t b e e n
upgraded in 15 years, and
in the past five years has multiplied the video output
by more than 45 times — 35 in 2006 to 1600 so far
in 2011.
The Athletics Committee has also announced that
1,000 of those seats will be allocated to the student
section. Meaning this new video board will benefit
students delegated to those less-coveted seats in
addition to paying ticket-holders.
With the university’s practice of continuously
throwing money at overpriced and unnecessary
projects (read: USC Connect, Thomas Cooper
fountain), it’s nice to see them finally addressing
problems people actually want fixed, like the inability
to see what’s going on during the game from any seat
in the upper deck and a control room that’s outdated
by a decade and a half.

Twitter critical for sports fans
Social media lives up
to mission statement
“Just setting up my twttr” @jack. It
began with creator and co-founder Jack
Dorsey’s first tweet. He added an “i” and
an “e” to the name to make it “a short
burst of inconsequential information”
— Dorsey’s definition of Twitter. People
complain, but Dorsey stated the site’s
intentions from the start.
Fou r t h-yea r eng i neer i ng st udent
Chris Baker says, “I don’t care about the
sandwich you just ate no matter how good
it was,” in discussing one of his
five qualms with Twitter. His
evaluation is surely routed in
deep-seated insecurities, but
it’s most likely because he has
never given the site a shot.
I think sports fans must join
Twitter. Twitter allows fans
Doug
Remington to follow athletes’ thoughts
up to the minute before they
Fourth-year
enter the game. JA Adande,
Marketing
student
a columnist and personality
for ESPN, has at tended
nearly ever y Kobe Br yant game. He
provides insights into interviews and facial
expressions on a historical level that make
his writing an invaluable tool for a fan to
learn by. Bill Simmons, the top columnist
at ESPN and arguably the top columnist in
sports, writes from the perspective of the
fan. He shares comedic thoughts during
games, but also for breaking news stories
like, “The Ohio State scandal didn’t scare
me off — I’m going to continue trading
ESPN memorabilia for tattoos.”

“What kind of person celebrates death?
It’s amazing how people can HATE a
man they have never even heard speak.
We’ve only heard one side... ” was tweeted
by @R_Mendenhall , running back for
the Pittsburgh Steelers. In his Twitter
descript ion, Rashard Mendenhall is
a self-proclaimed conversationalist and
professional athlete. I’ll try to ignore
the moronic statement made by the selfproclaimed conversationalist, but it’s
difficult.
As ESPN has evolved since it started
in 1979 and sites like deadspin.com
have formed more recently, athletes are
analyzed and critiqued not only on the
field but off as well. The triumvirate of
overly scrutinized individuals in society
are politicians, actors and athletes. The
ability to hear someone like Steve Nash
of the Phoenix Suns share thoughts on
gay marriage or on Shaquille O’neal’s
retirement, allows athletes to form new
connections with their fans.
The main detractors of Twitter are
the people who don’t use it. If someone
has a traumatic experience of sorts with
drinking, such as a DUI, domestic violence
or harassing a cop, then not drinking is
understandable. If you have never used
Twitter, shut your mouth, take the two
seconds to sign up for an account and give
it a shot.
If you have used it for only an hour, don’t
pass judgment. It’s a personalized service
constantly being perfected that gives an
unparalleled ability to hear the top sports
writers’ analysis and free flow of thoughts
from athletes.

Caffeine intoxication no defense for violence
Idea that consumption triggers
mental illness ‘junk science’
Usually when we think of the effects caffeine
has on the body we think about jitters, shaky
hands and hyperactive children. The normal
physical effects that caffeine has on the body
include increased heart rate, st imulated
nervous system and inability to sleep. But
could that Starbucks coffee you drink before
work or that Red Bull you chug to power
through the rest of your day be evidence for an
insanity plea?
In recent years, a number of cases have
surfaced in which the defense has argued that
caffeine intoxication is reasonable evidence for
an insanity plea.
Difficult to prove and tricky to identify,
caffeine intoxication is just another fabricated
defense rather than a credible medical issue.
On a December morning in 2009, Daniel
Noble hit two college students with his car and
then fled the scene — right after chugging two
16-ounce double-shot drinks from Starbucks.
T he u s u a l l y s t r a ig ht- e d g e Noble w a s
hospitalized for three months. Tests showed
coffee had triggered a rare form of bipolar

disorder, which caused the judges to dismiss
the charges against him.
In another case, a Kentucky man argued
caffeine and sleep deprivation had caused
him to make a false confession
to strangling his wife with an
extension cord. He used having
too ma ny caf fei nated sof t
drinks and energy drinks as his
temporary insanity defense.
Stephen Coffeen contends he
was
insane when he allegedly
Chelsey
suffocated
his father and that too
Seidel
many
Red
Bulls were partially to
Fourth-year
print journalism blame.
student
But how reliable is this defense?
In a generation where college
students consume ample amounts of energy
drinks while studying and hard-work ing
professionals guzzle pots of coffee while
working overtime, does this mean we are all at
risk for committing violent crimes?
According to ABAJournal, UCLA criminal
law professor Peter Arenella calls the idea
that caffeine can trigger mental illness “junk
science.”
However, the latest edition of the Diagnostic
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and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
— the manual used by mental health doctors
— lists caffeine intoxication as a real disorder.
Symptoms can include: nervousness, insomnia,
muscle twitching, and rambling thoughts and
speech.
W h ile la rge a mou nt s of caf fei ne ca n
undoubtedly leave a person feeling frenzied
and agitated, is it enough to defend a crime?
Even though caffeine is a stimulant and can
have negative effects on a person’s body, it
does not impair judgement to the extent that it
would be a plausible defense in court.
If a person hyped up on Monster energy
drinks willingly commits a crime, he or she
cannot expect a jury or anyone with common
sense to believe the caffeine made him or her
murder someone.
Setting the precedent of allowing criminals
to plead temporary insanity due to caffeine
intoxication will open the door to a slippery
slop e of exc u se s a nd con f u sion i n t he
courtroom. It will blur the lines between
coffee lovers and killers.
For those who are unsure about the effects
caffeine may have and feel that caffeine is a
trigger for violence . . . there is always decaf.

Du r i ng my t i me at
USC, I’ve spent most of
my summers in Columbia
taking classes. Summer
comes with its fair share
of stigmas, and excessive
partying to celebrate an
absence of learning is
certainly one of them.
Even with a full plate
of classes to weigh me
down, I’ve always looked
for ways to def ine my
summer experience and
make sure it still feels like
one. Fi ve
Points has
been a
haven for
st udents
like me
at USC
to drow n
Zach
t h e i r
Hudson
worries
Fifth-year
with a cold
economics
glass of
student
Colu mbia
N i g ht l i f e
since they can’t take a
long vacation without the
threat of failing. However,
with the introduction of a
larger police presence and
more summer bar raids
by police officers, bars
that used to be bustling
with activity are finding
large crowds increasingly
rare. While I do enjoy the
increased safety, I think
that the raids do a lot
more harm than good.
I understand that Five
Points attracts people
of all ages, regardless of
legalit y, but what area
that provides a cheap and
accessible environment
for an entire student body
wouldn’t? I support these
police officers and their
abilities to do their jobs.
Cutting down on violence
and crime is definitely
a plus for the Columbia
commu nit y. Tak ing a
page from my Australian
study abroad experience,
I’ve learned that drinking
responsibly and in a safe
area is of greater concern
than legal right.
R a id i n g C o l u m b i a
bars during the summer
forces those underage
st udents who want to
d r i n k , r e g a r d le s s of
rules, to find alternative
ways and places to drink.
This means driving to
a home to escape t he
risk of punishment and
consequently drinking
in a more harmf ul
environment.
Five Points overflows
w it h cabs for safe
transport home, increases
the cost of drinking that
limits students’ drinking
t o t he i r w a l le t s a nd
provides bouncers and
cops who prevent fighting
and a potential trip to the
hospital. Drinking in a
bar is much safer than
the places bar raids are
forcing students to switch
to. I s ugge st a more
lenient approach to bar
raids, but an increase in
the presence of police to
deter more severe crimes.
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“Are you stalking me? Because that
would be super.”
— Ryan Reynolds
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Washed Out’s laid-back sound refreshing
USC alumnus drops first
full-length album July 12
Thad Moore

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A 2009 graduate of the School of
Librar y and Information Science at
USC, Ernest Greene — better known
by his stage name Washed Out — has
gone on to make waves in the indie
music scene with his 2009 EPs “Life
of Leisure” and “High Times,” which
g a r n e r e d c o n s i d e r a b l e a t t e nt i o n
a nd accla i m. O f ten cha r ac ter iz ed
as chillwave or glo-f i, his music is
reminiscent of ’80s pop with infusions
of hazy, laid-back v ibes perfect for

su m mer. Washed O ut’s debut f u l l
length, “Within and Without,” drops
July 12 via Sub Pop, but not before
Greene returns to Columbia for a show
at New Brookland Tavern on July 1 at
8 p.m. The Daily Gamecock caught
up with Greene after a European press
junket to discuss his process, his new
album and his time at Carolina.

The Daily Gamecock: You r
album sounds really laid-back, like a
lot of your work, but how does that
translate into the live show?
Ernest Greene: Well, that was
r e a l l y t he big g e s t p r oblem I h ad
starting out. My older material was all
written on a computer, and it was never
really meant to be played live, so it was

a bit of a challenge trying to recreate
the sounds ... The biggest thing with
this new album is that coming into it,
I knew that I wanted it to sound more
“live,” just so that the transition would
be a little bit easier. Most of the record
is a performance, with live drums, live
bass — that sort of thing.

TDG: So how was your process
ma k i ng “ W it h i n a nd W it hout ”
different from making your EPs?
EG: I’d say the biggest difference is
that there are hardly any samples on
this new record ... so I think the record
sounds a little bit more polished and a
little bit cleaner. It’s all just synthesized
in the computer, so it’s a little bit easier
to tame.
TDG: How would you describe
your songwriting process?
EG: It’s prett y simple, act ually.
What I enjoy about it is the mindless
part of it, where I sit dow n at t he
computer or t he keyboard and just
start playing ... I’ll just start layering
parts on top of each other for hours
at a time, and I go back after that and
edit everything down into more of a
proper song. But during the process of
layering, there’s not much thought of
anywhere I want to take it; it just sort
of happens.

Courtesy of subpop.com

USC graduate Ernest Greene, the man behind local act Washed Out, will perform at New
Brookland Tavern July 1 at 8 p.m. to promote his debut full-length, set for release July 12.

T D G : Ho w d id y o u r t i m e at
Carolina inf luence t hat, especially
since Toro Y Moi emerged at the same
time?
EG: I was defi nitely on the path to
the sound I’m at now before I moved
to Columbia ... Initially, when I moved
to Columbia, I didn’t know anyone,
which meant that I probably spent a lot
more time on music than I had the year
before, which was a big step forward,
since I was just constantly working.
Meet ing Chaz (Bundick of Toro Y
Moi) and those guys was defi nitely the
fi rst time I really fell into a group that

Courtesy of subpop.com

had really similar interests ... I think
both of us were kind of stumbling onto
something around the same time, so it
was pretty cool.

TDG: The terms “chillwave” and
“glo-fi” have been at least somewhat
controversial labels, but how do you
react to that description.
EG: I get asked that a lot, and I don’t
have a very good answer to it. It really
doesn’t bother me. I think it would be
different if I was grouped in with a
bunch of bands I didn’t like, but luckily
I do enjoy most of the other bands that
I’m compared to ... It really doesn’t
bother me, but I think it’s definitely
shaped what I’ve done on t his new
record.
TDG: Shaped in t he sense t hat
you’re trying to move away from it?
EG : Not even that — it’s just that
t he material in t hose t wo EPs was
done almost two years ago now, so I
definitely didn’t want to do the same
thing over again ... It’s that struggle of
moving forward with the sound but still
having some connection to the past;
that’s what I was trying to do.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

‘Green Lantern’
casts negative light
on superhero genre
Script falters despite large writing staff
Tyler Simpson

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Green Lantern”
NOW IN THEATERS

Director: Martin Campbell
Starring: Ryan Reynolds, Blake Lively, Peter
Sarsgaard
Rating: PG-13 for sequences of sci-fi action
and violence
Between the two rivaling comic book industries, Marvel
possesses a better variety of superheroes who can be
made movie icons. DC Comics has only two: Batman
and Superman. Secondary to those two include Wonder
Woman, The Flash and, indeed, The Green Lantern. It’s
understandable that DC wants to keep up with Marvel, but
not every skintight-suited superhero deserves his or her own
movie.
As mindless summer blockbusters go, “Green Lantern”
is like the “Fantastic Four” (2005) and the “Transformers:
Revenge of the Fallen” (2009) of the summer. While a dream
come true for comic book geeks, the film is a nightmare that
fails to live up to cinematic comic book standards. Even
with the witty and charismatic Ryan Reynolds taking the
lead, “Green Lantern” is noisy, senseless, pointless and an
unfathomable clutter of overblown effects. Oh, did I forget
to mention boring and tedious?
The story begins by unveiling the mythology behind the
Green Lantern Corps, a gathering of cosmic cops who use
willpower channeled through their magic rings. In their
opposition is Parallax, an intergalactic Osama bin Laden
whose power thrives on the fear of his victims. Freed from
his prison on planet Ryut, Parallax is now free and declaring
war on the Corps. The Green Lantern responsible for
imprisoning Parallax becomes wounded and hurries toward
the nearest inhabited planet — wouldn’t you know — Earth.
The fallen Lantern’s ring ends up in the hands of likeable,
wise-cracking Hal Jordan (Ryan Reynolds), a jet pilot
who unbelievably acknowledges all of the mind-blowing
happenings with a simple shrug. He has a love interest,
Carol Ferris (Blake Lively), whose romance with Hal starts
off very confusing. His rival is Dr. Hector Hammond (Peter
Sarsgaard), who for some unexplained reason is acquainted
with both Hal and Carol. He’s a scientist who is infatuated
with Carol and gains mind powers after examining a dead
alien.
LANTERN ● 9

Courtesy of daemonstv.com

Breckin Meyer (left) and Mark-Paul Gosselaar (right) star in TNT’s new cmoedic legal drama, “Franklin & Bash.”

Drama capitalizes on comedy
Television show centers
on exploits of ‘fratastic’ lawyers
Tyler Simpson

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Franklin & Bash”
Network: TNT
Starring: Breckin Meyer, Mark-Paul
Gosselaar
Airs: Wednesdays at 9 p.m.

TNT has established itself as a
successful network, relying mostly
on police shows like “The Closer”
and “Memphis Beat.” It even has a
semi-successful medical show called
“Hawthorne.” The only one of the
three basic television professions that
the network hasn’t cracked yet is the
lawyer. It attempted a foray into it a
couple of years ago with “Raising the
Bar,” which was watchable but also a
mediocre misfire that suffered from
contrived and coincidental plots.
The latest attempt is “Franklin
& Bash,” a bromance that combines
traditional legal drama with fratboy antics. Though categorized
as a legal drama, the show is more
comedic, displaying a dependence on
sex-related gags and hardly showing
any aspirations in exploring the legal
universe.
The show follows two ambulance
chasers, Jared Franklin (Breckin

Meyer) and Peter Bash (Mark-Paul
Gosselaar), who became partners
because they didn’t want to become
pa r t of t he but ton-dow n lega l
establishment. Franklin is a selfconfident party boy who partners
with Bash because he doesn’t want
to follow in his father’s footsteps.
Bash is Franklin’s more level-headed
partner who mourns after his exgirlfriend. Together, they take on
cases involving dominatrices and
medicinal marijuana smugglers.
Their professional careers takes
a detour when t heir courtroom
antics catch the eye of Stanton Infeld
(Malcolm McDowell). He offers them
jobs in his Los Angeles law firm,
mostly because he yearns to reach
his inner frat boy. Once they get
settled in, Franklin and Bash make
an enemy out of Stanton’s nephew
Damien K arp (Reed Diamond) .
For some baffling reason, the two
lawyers work part-time outside their
home offices where an ex-convict
and a germaphobic function as their
investigators.
As a summer show, “Franklin &
Bash” is somewhat entertaining, but
it hardly does anything interesting
with the legal drama format. While
the two lead characters are supposed
to be wack y and innovative, the
mindless devotion to conventional
TV-lawyer storytelling is anything
but innovat ive. But t hen again,
the viewers aren’t supposed to be

entertained by the actual cases, but
by the way Franklin and Bash shake
things up at the unadventurous law
firm.
The show’s formula will not only
attract fans of legal dramas like
“Boston Legal” but also viewers who
love to watch guys partying, playing
video games and hitting on every
eye-catching woman who walks
through the law firm’s doors.
As for the acting, Meyer is as likable
as ever, even though his likability
has never gotten into a role worth
bragging about. Gosselaar is a similar
case, channeling his own likability
into his characters. He tried to erase
people’s memories of his “Saved by
the Bell” days by taking a grouchy
turn in “NYPD Blue,” but he’s back
to portraying the character who’s too
cool for school. McDowell’s character,
however, is all over the place. In one
scene, he acts as an eccentric rich guy,
but the plot sometimes requires him
to change gears and be a brilliant,
focused lawyer.
“Franklin & Bash” might have
a longer run on television than
“Raising the Bar,” but not by much.
If you’re curious to see what Arnie
Becker from “L.A. Law” would be
like if he were drunk on Grey Goose
vodka, “Franklin & Bash” presents a
credible answer.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

Ryan Reynolds stars as the title character in the newest DC comic adaptation, “Green Lantern.”
LANTERN ● Continued from 7
Where to begin with the special effects?
In the movie, a Green Lantern’s power is
limited by his own imagination, so you can
expect this film to prefer spectacle over
story. So much so that with those powers, I
would like to “imagine” my $8 back in my
wallet.
The biggest letdown of the film was
the script, which was written by not two,
not three, but four writers. That’s right —
four writers combined their skills and this
tedious, thinly written script packed with
superhero clichés and some irrelevant plot
points was the best they could conjure. This
script constantly has the editors hastening
through each scene as if they refuse to reveal
the movie’s point.
Director Martin Campbell (“Casino
Royale”) usually displays great skill as an
action director, but the excitement in the
film is almost completely absent since all
the action scenes are computer generated.
There’s also nothing to take seriously since
the script forces Hal to materialize goofy
weapons like giant Hot Wheels toy cars and
“Looney Tunes”-styled springs. However,

the exhilaration does pick up during the
climactic battle between Hal and the giant
California smog that is Parallax, the only
thing standing between this movie and a
failing grade.
Performance-wise, Reynolds serves as
the main source of humor, though exhibits
none of the charm that helped him rise
in the comedic world. Lively really has
nothing to do except act as Hal’s cheerleader
and the damsel in distress at some point.
As for Sarsgaard and Tim Robbins (“The
Shawshank Redemption”), well, it’s difficult
to comprehend how a 40-year-old actor and
a 52-year-old actor can possibly play son and
father.
With all of this, I can justifiably say that
“Green Lantern” is the worst attempt by
both Warner Bros. and DC to create a
superhero film since “Batman & Robin”
(1997). While Hal Jordan’s worst fear is
fear itself, the only thing that I fear is the
possibility of a sequel.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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HOUSING
3BR/1BTh LAURENS ST Dplx w/
stv-refg,Ha/c,water,Parking $925
+Sdep+yr lse+ ref 803-6734591++803-561-9636
5 bedroom 3 full bath house - rental
Great for 4-5 students to share rent.
$1200 & dep. 15 min. to campus;
Chris 803-629-4484
$10,000 reward + refundable rent.
Female native English speaker
required. Reference preferred. From
you: tutoring hostess on speaking
English. Email agzhang@yahoo.com
3BR 2BA HOUSE - USC 1 MILE
1350 SF, STOVE,REFRIG,DW & W/D
NO PETS! 1 YR LEASE
$1125/MO + DEPOSIT
(803) 622-6663
Email patredmond@sc.rr.com

EMPLOYMENT
Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No Exp
Nec.Training Courses Available. 800965-6520 Ext 253

EMPLOYMENT
Operations Supervisor
Innovative Courier Solutions, a
transportation /delivery provider is
seeking p/t operations supervisor
for our West Columbia hub. M - F,
evening hours. Must be able to
make timely decisions and multitask, including dispatching drivers,
assisting with the product sort in the
warehouse and resolve on-going
issues. Customer service and
computer skills are necessary. Must
be able to lift up to 60 pounds. $12/
hr. Must have a Clean Criminal Check,
MVR & Drug Screen. Submit resume
to opportunities@innovativecourier.
com or apply in person @ 3348 Platt
Springs Rd, West Columbia, SC
29170.
Email jrykowski@innovativecourier.com

MISC
Cash 4 Diabetic Test Strips
Call 803 738 6554
CoolinColumbia.com is Coming!

phd • jorge cham
THURSDAY
SUN-DRIED VIBES, TYLER BOONE,
DELEVELED, NED DERRETT & THE
KINDLY GENTS
7 p.m., $6 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122
State St.

FRIDAY
POTICHE
3 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
$6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main
St.

SATURDAY
THE SUPERVILLIANS, LEFTY AT THE
WASHOUT, RUMPELTRILLSKIN
8 p.m. doors / 9 p.m. show, $8
advance / $10 day of show
The House 5 Points, 2020
Devine St.

FOLLOW US
on TWITTER

21 SOUNDS CONCERT SERIES FEATURING JOHN
LANE AND GREG STEWART
Wednesday, June 22
8 p.m., $5
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
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Solution

Coffee House
Tuesday 8PM
Shandon House
1804 Greene St.
ACROSS
1 Soaking spots
6 Mideast ruling family
name
11 Field call
14 Language that gives
us “kayak”
15 Abu __
16 She played Beatrix
in “Kill Bill”
17 Romantic evening
components, perhaps
19 Strain
20 Reason-based faith
21 Film in Cannes
22 California Gold Rush
staple
27 Watering hole
28 23-Down was one:
Abbr.
29 “Able was __ ...”:
palindrome start
30 Try in court
32 Came around regarding
36 Alien statutes
40 It can make a star
shine
41 4-Down titles
42 Stadium take
43 Like sashimi
46 Cause of star wars?
47 Wurlitzer whirlers
52 27-Across offerings
53 Plant moisture buildup
54 Quaint stopover
55 Decide once and for
all, and what one can do to
the ends of 17-, 22-,
36- and 47- Across
61 Hens do it
62 Novelist Jong
63 Blue Cross competitor
64 Yellow __
65 He passed Lou in
2009 to become the
Yankees’ alltime hit leader
66 Pulitzer writer Kidder
DOWN
1 Certain eBay click
2 Darth, at one time
3 Large cask
4 Gandhi, for one
5 Directs
6 Attaches to the house
7 SeaWorld performer

Bible Study
Sunday 10AM
Shandon Baptist
5250 Forest Dr.

Solution

8 Did nothing
9 Symbol of
honesty
10 Badmouth
11 Sweetie
pie
12 Whirlpool
brand
13 Like some
slippery ﬂoors
18 Sally in
space
21 Anglers’
baskets
22 “So I was wrong”
23 2009 Peace Nobelist
24 Leslie Caron title role
25 Sub
26 British weapon
designed in Czechoslovakia
27 Three-time Masters
champ Mickelson
31 Rufﬂes features
32 Had
33 Challenged
34 Campﬁre base
35 __ buco
37 Snatch
38 __-Rooter
39 “A Clockwork Orange”
narrator
43 New Jersey’s state tree

44 Top server
45 Burrowing marsupial
47 Puts in the can?
48 Radii neighbors
49 Homeland of 23Down’s father
50 Volleyball great
Gabrielle
51 More elusive
55 Dr.’s study
56 Were now?
57 Cassis apéritif
58 Seventh Greek
letter
59 Mandela’s org.
60 Mary __ Ash,
cosmetics company
founder

BASEBALL ● Continued from 1
two-out success. Morales and Thomas
recorded back-to-back singles, then
an Evan Marzilli bloop hit to right
center brought home Morales and a
4-0 advantage. A John Hicks solo shot
would give U VA (55-11) life in the
fourth, and its bases loaded, one out
situation in the fi fth after two more
USC runs brought a glimmer of hope
— that is, until USC reliever John
Taylor entered the game and promptly
induced a 1-2-3 double play.
From t here , it wa s c lo c k work .
Another No. 1 team defeated. Bradley
goes 2-5 with an RBI while Thomas
goes 3-4 with one as well.
Taylor (7-1 now, in a bit of irony)
get s t he w i n a f ter t h row i ng 4.1
innings of 1-hit ball in relief of Colby
Holmes, who wasn’t even on the travel
roster for Omaha last year but started
and threw a solid 4.1 innings for the
Gamecocks.
U VA right y Will Roberts, he of
a perfect game earlier in the season
ag a i n st G eorge Wa sh i ng ton a nd
mind-boggling stats, gets touched
up for six runs and eight hits in 3.1
innings of work to take the loss (11-2).
Oh, and Ray’s hunches work once
again. After waiting 30 years to get
there, USC is guaranteed to spend the
entirety of its stay in the winners’ side
— an area 18 of the last 21 national
champs have emerged from.
USC won its College World Series
opener — after losing its fi rst games
in its last seven trips to Omaha —
on Sunday night with a dramatic 5-4

win over Texas A&M, in large part
thanks to Wingo, who ended the game
with a walk-off RBI over a drawn-in
Aggie outfield and off the right field
wall, bringing home Beary with the
winning run.
Wingo’s line drive, which came with
no outs, was the fourth game-winning
hit the Mauldin native has compiled
this season. It broke what had been
almost eight consecutive innings of
scoreless play between the two teams
after a wild and ugly first inning of
play.
A&M struck fi rst against USC ace
Michael Roth, plating four unearned
r uns in t he f irst af ter a Christ ian
Wal ker er ror al lowed t he leadof f
hitter to reach base. However, the
Gamecocks didn’t blink, adding four
runs of their own in the bottom half of
the frame, with a key Aggie throwing
error serving as the turning point.
Closer Matt Price, who nailed down
the final out against UVA, took the
win for USC over the Aggies, while
Kyle Martin took the loss for Texas
A&M, which was eliminated from
the field after falling to Cal (38-22),
which lost to UVA 4-1 on Sunday in
its opener, 7-3 in the losers’ bracket
game on Tuesday.
Now those two will meet Thursday,
with the loser leaving town and the
winner facing USC, needing two wins
in two days before the Gamecocks get
one.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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Scott Wingo jumps in the air after knocking in the winning run against Texas A&M Sunday.
SOCCER ● Continued from 12
Carolina Cup will be another great
opportunity to showcase some strong
Division I teams from the Carolinas,
highlighted by our rivalry game with
Clemson on Friday night.”
U S C ’s n o n c o n f e r e n c e s c h e d u le
concludes with two home dates against
Charlotte and Wake Forest. The game
against the Demon Deacons will be
Wake’s first appearance in Columbia
since its dramatic 1-0 last-second defeat
of the Gamecocks in the 2009 NCAA
Tournament Sweet 16. USC defeated
the Demon Deacons 1-0 last season in
Winston-Salem.
From there, it will be the traditional
11-game SEC slate, concluding with an
Oct. 28 date at Florida in the regular
season finale. USC and UF’s season
ender has decided t he SEC reg ular
season champion each of the last two
seasons.

NOTEBOOK● Cont. From 12
earning this prestigious
honor.”
Hill named golf
associate head coach: Don
Hill was named associate
head coach for both the
USC men’s and women’s
golf teams by director of
golf operat ions Pugg y
Blackmon last week.
Hill comes to
C olu m b i a a f t e r e i g ht
years on staff at North
Carolina. H is primar y
duties will be with the
men’s team, but he will
assist with the women’s
squad when necessary.
“I am ver y excited to
have Don joi n i ng ou r
staff,” said men’s coach
Bill McDonald in a
rele a s e. “ He br i ng s a
w e a lt h o f e x p e r ie n c e
a nd k nowledge to t he
position. I look forward
to working with him and
pu r si ng ou r goa l s for
Carolina golf.”
A dded women’s
coach K alen A nderson
in a release, “I am
ex t remely exc ited to
have Don on board.
Don is passionate about
coaching, and brings a
w e a lt h o f k n o w l e d g e
a nd ex per ience to ou r
program.”
Hill replaces departed
men’s assistant Michael
Burcin, who left USC to
accept the head coaching
position at Wisconsin.
“ I ’m t h r i l led at t he

Playing the Gators on the road is
s y mb ol ic of t he t he me of US C ’s
schedule this year. Twelve of 20 dates
are on the road, including six of 11
conference matches.
“Our conference schedule is always
demanding, especially in a year like this
when we play an additional away game,”
Sm it h sa id. “ We w ill need to play
consistently and get results on the road
as we face top opponents throughout
the season.”
The Gamecocks return seven starters
from last year’s squad, which went 156-4 and finished second in the SEC
for both the regular season and league
tournament before falling to Virginia
in t he second rou nd of t he NC A A
Tournament.

Eric Francis / The Associated Press

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

o p p o r t u n it y t o c o m e
work at t he Universit y
of Sout h Carolina and
to be a Gamecock,” said
Hill in a release. “Puggy,
Bill and Kalen have put
together an outstanding
golf program, and
I ’m ver y for t u n ate to

be able to work wit h a
great program and great
people.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
sports

Eric Francis / The Associated Press

Scott Wingo celebrates with teammates Jackie Bradley, Jr. (19), Adrian Morales (3),
and Evan Marzilli (31), after Wingo hit in the winning run against Texas A&M.

file photo

Michael Zajac (pictured) and junior pole vaulter Marvin Reitze
were named to the Capital One Academic All-America Team.
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Regional rivalries college football needs to have
Six on-the-field feuds,
dormant too long
Chalk one up for common sense.
After meeting 96 times
between 1893 and 2000 ,
Penn State and Pittsburgh
haven’t faced each other
i n 11 yea rs for va r iou s
reasons. That will change
i n 2016 , when t he t wo
teams start a home-andJames
home series that will open
Kratch
in Pittsburgh and end a
Fourth-year
year later in Happy Valley.
English student
It isn’t a real affirming
support of t he rivalr y’s
return, but it’s better than nothing.
Hopefully, it’s the beginning of a more
permanent restoration. W hile we’re
on the subject, here are six rivalries
— dormant, infrequent or yet to be
established — we want to see on a
recurring basis as soon as possible.
TEXAS-ARKANSAS
Put it this way: If two teams played a
regular season game that was so iconic
t he sitt ing president of t he United
States, Richard Nixon, declared it the
national championship game and an
entire book was written about it, then
the matchup should live on for a long
time. The 1969 Texas-Arkansas game
accomplished both things, yet the two
schools have drifted apart because of
conference changes. Once Arkansas has
satisfied its Cowboys Stadium series
with Texas A&M, it would be wise to
get back with the Longhorns again.
PENN STATE-MARYLAND
These t wo are geog raph ica l ly

close (fewer than 200 miles between
c a mpu se s) a nd bat t le i n t he sa me
recruiting regions, but they haven’t
met since 1993. A lot of that has to do
with Penn State’s astounding all-time
domination of the series (PSU leads the
Terps 35-1-1), but Maryland’s program
has come a long way over the last 18
years. There’s no reason for Pitt and
Maryland to rotate on and off Penn
State’s schedule on an every-other-year
basis. There’s even an NFL stadium
— FedEx Field in Landover, Md. —
tailor-made to host sellout neutral site
contests and make both sides a lot of
cash.

would go a long way in establishing
a stronger sense of college football
t radit ion in New England. Plus, if
played right, it could give both schools
the season-ending rival they lack right
now. Here’s an idea: Play the UConnBC game in sync with the Harvard-Yale
game every season and make it a daynight doubleheader in the same state.

Kyle Young recently told the Greenville
News he’d be OK with the Tigers and
Bulldogs meeting every year. I doubt
Dabo Swinney or Mark Richt would be
totally on board with that sentiment,
but these t wo should meet more, as
should USC and Georgia Tech (next
two meetings scheduled for 2020 and
2021).

GEORGIA-CLEMSON
These t wo w ill meet again for a
home-and-home in 2013 and 2014, and
Clemson associate athletics director

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

SOU T H C A ROLI NA-NORT H
CAROLINA
Both schools share a dislike for the
other. The U NC scheduling hijinks
to push the next meeting to 2013 have
created a feeling of distrust that any
good rivalry can take fuel from. Both
universities are the flagship institutions
of their home states, which border each
other. Explain to me why this shouldn’t
happen at least every other year.
RUTGERS-PRINCETON
OK , Rutgers would probably win
every year by several touchdowns. Yes,
no one outside of New Jersey would
likely care much. True, creating an
FBS-FCS matchup violates the spirit
of the column slightly. But these two
played in the fi rst college football game
ever back in 1869. Even a one-off at the
new Meadowlands Stadium would be a
great thing.
UCONN-BOSTON COLLEGE
A nother Northeastern rivalry that
many will shake their heads at, but it

The Associated Press

Rivals Penn State and Pittsburgh will face each other for the first time since 2000 in 2016.

ESPN, WOLO reach
distribution agreement
Cornerback Victor
Hampton reinstated
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Gamecock fans religiously ask
what channel the game is on.
Recent news w ill hopef ully
s he d s o me l i g ht o nt o t ho s e
queries down the road.
ESPN Reg ional Telev ision,
which controls the syndication
r ight s to t he SEC Net work ,
has reached an agreement with
Columbia’s WOLO-TV Channel
25, meaning all USC men’s and
women’s basketball games will
be fully distributed in Columbia
in addit ion to 13 week ly SEC
football games and 18 SEC men’s
basketball games plus eight SEC
Tournament games.
“With the SEC Network, we
aim to reach all SEC fans where
they live and watch sports,” said
Chris Turner, ESPN’s senior
director for SEC programming,
in a release. “We’re excited to
have A BC Colu mbia prov ide
hometow n fa ns more act ionpacked Gamecock football and
basketball than ever before.”
A l l US C me n’s b a s k e t b a l l
m idweek ga mes w i l l be on
W KTC My 63 as part of t he
agreement, while women’s games
w i l l be eit her on WOLO or
WKTC.
“We’re delighted t hat A BC
C olu m b i a , WOL O T V w i l l
be the new home for the SEC
Net work i n t he Colu mbia
market,” said Chris Bailey, ABC
Columbia’s vice president and
general manager, in a statement.
“This unique arrangement with
ou r s t at ion , W K T C My 63,
and ESPN Regional Television
not on ly a l low s more m a i ncha n nel coverage but more
South Carolina games on local
television. More easily accessible
games for SEC sports fans is what
we all now provide.”
Hampton reinstated: Just days
after being dismissed from the
prog r a m , cor nerbac k V ic tor
Hampton is once again a member
of the USC football team.
Multiple reports Tuesday stated

Hampton is a Gamecock once
more after being given a second
chance by coach Steve Spurrier.
The Carolina defensive
secondary has seen its share of
upheava l lately, as conver ted
linebacker DeVonte Holloman
wa s cha rged w it h DU I af ter
being stopped at a checkpoint
near Williams-Brice Stadium by
police on Saturday. Holloman
started 10 games last season at
safety, recording 66 tackles.
Track athletes honored: USC
senior thrower Michael Zajac and
junior pole vaulter Marvin Reitze
were named to the Capital One
Academic All-America Team by
the College Sports Information
Directors of A merica on
Tuesday. Zajac was a secondteam selection, while Reitze was
a third-team nod.
Zajac, a native of Lynchburg,
Va . , h a d a 3. 58 G PA i n
accounting and ended his career
as a four-time All-American in
competition. Martin, who hails
from Germany, holds a 3.89 GPA
in management science and is a
two-time All-American.
Addit ionally, USC t h rower
Louis Day received the 2011 SEC
Sportsmanship individual award
last week. Day was honored for
infor m ing SEC of f icials t hat
he qualified for the conference
indoor weight throw fi nals on a
scorer’s error.
“Although Louis did not win a
championship during this event,”
sa id USC At h let ic s Di rec tor
E r ic Hy m a n i n a st atement ,
“his sportsmanship is that of a
champion.”
The Ole Miss softball team
wo n t he t e a m aw a rd f or it s
suppor t of t he Un iversit y of
A labama after t he Tuscaloosa
tornadoes.
“Participation in sport teaches
life’s lessons t hat benef it our
s t ude nt- at h le t e s ,” s a id SE C
commissioner Mike Slive in a
release. “Demonstrating good
sportsmanship is something that
will benefit student-athletes for
years after their playing careers
are over. I congratulate Louis and
the Ole Miss softball team for
showing good sportsmanship and
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The women’s soccer 20-match schedule was announced Saturday. The Gamecocks will open the
season in North Carolina with meetings against East Carolina and Duke on Aug. 19 and 21.

Women’s soccer schedule announced
Gamecocks prepare
for 20-match season
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A trip to Pac-12 country
and the annual rivalry game
with Clemson highlight USC
women’s soccer 20 -match
schedule for 2011, which was
announced Saturday.
“This year’s schedule will
once again be challenging for
our team and should prepare
us well for any post season
play,” sa id coach Shel ley
Smith in a statement. “We
always want to be ready for
SEC play, and this schedule
w i l l g ive u s severa l test s
against qualit y opponents
before we begin t hat part
of t he season. It won’t be
ea s y, but I a m con f ident
our players w ill meet t he
challenges ahead.”
The Gamecocks will open
the season in North Carolina
with meetings against East
Carolina and Duke on Aug.
19 and 21 before flying across
the country a week later to
play Arizona (Aug. 26) and

A rizona State (Aug. 28). It
will be the first time USC
has ever played A r iz ona,
while the second leg of the
trip against the Sun Devils
completes a home-a ndhome ser ies bet ween t he
two teams. ASU played the
Gamecocks to a 1-all draw
last season in Columbia.
“A r i z o n a w i l l b e a n
exc it i ng oppor t u n it y for
our players to travel across
t he cou nt r y to where we
h ave not b e e n b ef ore a s
a prog ra m, a nd play t wo
st rong opponents,” Smit h
said.
USC will have its home
opener on Sept. 2 against
Northeastern then travel to
t he Upstate on Sept. 9 to
face Clemson at Riggs Field
before completing the 2011
Carolina Cup Tournament
against UNC-Wilmington
two days later in Clemson.
“We know Clemson will
be difficult at their place,”
Smith said. “It is such a big
r iva l r y ga me, so t here is
always a lot of emotion. The
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Women’s Soccer
Schedule
August
Aug. 19: at East
Carolina
Aug. 21: at Duke
Aug. 26: at Arizona
Aug. 28: at Arizona
State

September

Sept. 2: vs.
Northeastern
Sept. 9: at Clemson
Sept. 11: vs.
UNC-Wilmington
Sept. 15: vs. Charlotte
Sept. 18: vs. Wake
Forest
Sept. 23: at
Tennessee (W)
Sept. 25: at Georgia
Sept. 30: vs.
Kentucky

October

Oct. 2: vs. Vanderbilt
Oct. 7: vs. Alabama
Oct. 9: vs. Auburn
Oct. 14: at Mississippi
State
Oct. 16: at Ole Miss
Oct. 20: at LSU
Oct. 23: vs. Arkansas
Oct. 28: at Florida

